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1808. January 12.
SIR JAMES NOliCLIFFE INNES and BRIGADIER-GENERAL WALTER, KER Of

Littledean, and RicHARD HOTCHKIs, Writer to the Signet, his Attorney,
against JoHN BELLENDEN KFR, EsQ.

By the entail of the estate of Roxburghe, dated 23d Feb. 1648, and which,
byadecisionoftheCourt,already reported, 23dJune 1807,No. IS.supra hasbeen
determined to be an effectual entail, and the regulating investiture, it is provided,
' That it shall not be lawful to the persons before designit, and the airis-male

of their bodies, nor to the others airis of tailzie above written, to mak or grant
'any alienation, disposition, or other right or security qtsomever of the saids

lands, lordship, baronies, estate, and leiving above specified, nor of no part
' thereof, vtather zitt to contract debts nor do any deidis qrby the samen, or
' any part thereof, may be apprizit, adjudgit, or evictit fra them, nor zitt to
'do any other thing in hurt and prejudice of thir pntis. and of the foresaid
'tailzie and succession in haill or in part of all, quilk deides, sua to be done

by them, are by thir pntis. declarit to be null and of nane avail, force, nor
' effect : Reserving always liberty and privilege to our saids airis of tailzie to
.' grant feus, tacks, and rentals of sick parts and portit4s of the said estate and
'leiving as they shall think fitting, providing the samen be not made and granted
' in hurt and diminution of the rental of the samen lands and others foresaids,
. as the samen sail happen to pay the time the saids airis saIl succeed thereto.'

On the 26th September 1804, the Duke of Roxburghe executed, in favour
of Mr. Bellenden Ker, 16 feu.dispositions; relating 'to as many portions of the
estate of Roxburghe, and comprehending the whole of it, with the exception of
the mansion-house and about 'forty acres round it. These dispositions were all
conceived in terms exactly similar. After containing a grant in feu-farm of
the lands respectively therein conveyed, they provide, that they shall become
void and null, ist, ' In case there shall exist at my death any descendants of
' my own body ; and, 2dly, they shall become void and null in the event of the
'said John Bellenden Gawler, or his foresaids, establishing in their persons
'right to and possession of my estates, contained in a deed of entail executed
'by me on the 18th day of June last, in virtue thereof, or of any other deed of
'entail which I may hereafter execute in virtue of the powers thereby reserved
'to me; and which declarations shall be verbatim inserted in the infeftment to
'follow hereon, and in all the subsequent transmissions of the saids lands and
' others.

The feu rights then impose a burden of feu-duty equal to the rents of the
lands at the time; but the casualties were taxed in the following manner :
I And also paying Is. Sterling yearly at the entry of each heir, and 2s. at the
4 entry of each singular successor, and these for all other burdens, exactions,'
&c. By a subsequent clause, it was declared, that the disponee ' should be
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'entitled to retain, out of the said fei-duty, the amount of the public burdens No. 18
'on the lands disponed, and to apply the samib in paymedt hereof, in case it
' shbuldbe found that, bythe linvestittites Iunder Which is Giice held th-esaid
' lAds and others, he had power to allow suth deductio4.

The term of entry was declared to be at MartineO.SO94i
Of the same date with these feuldispositions, a cotract wis entered into be-

tween the Duke and Mr. Bellenden Ker, up6a the arratioef the lands, and
declaring the intention of the parties to be of the following import :

First, That Mr. Bellenden Ker should immediately exectite a disposition and
deed of entail of the lands and others disponed to him by the sixteen several
feuldispositions, by which this property should stand limited to the same series
of ' heirs of entail appointed to succeed to the lands and estate belonging to
'the said William Ker, Duke of Roxburghe, by the foresaid deed of entail exe-
'cuted by him on the 18th day of June last;'-' with and unde4he conditions,

provisions, restrictions, limitatiohs, exceptions, clauses irritahtaiid resolutive,
declarations, and observations specified in the said entaili!
Secondly, That during the lifetime of his Grace; it " shodk4 6e irf the power

'of him and of the said John Bellenden Gawlet, or, after hi death, the insti-
tute or heir of entail in possesslon fr the timeby iywriti i6 be subscribed

'by them jointly, to alter, revdke, or annul in Wihoi or in P irt, the said deed
'of entail.'

Thirdly, Certain legacies ad arinuities to a onsiderable ambuit were to be
paid by Mr. Bellenden Ker out of the surplus rents arising fro ithe dominium
utile of the estate, which should fall due and become payabi'fter his Grace's
decease, reserving to him relief for all these payments froncertain funds vested
in trust by a deed dated 18th June preceding.

Fourthly, That Mr. Bellenden Ker should phy to the Duke of Roxburghe,
during his lifetthe whole surplus rents of-the lands, and should also * permit
'a-d adtow to the said Duke, during his life, the possession and enjoyment of

whatever part or parts of the lands and others contained in the said' feu-dis-
'positions, whichnow are, or shall be, or become outof eas, and which the
'said Duke shlI incline to keep ilet; and also fullpower and liberty to the
'said Duke to cut, dispose of, and carry off, the wood and trees on the lands
'and others, 'contained in the sai siieen feu-dispositions, at his pleasure, and
'to apply the price or proceeds thereof to his own use, without bei g liable to
'account f6r the same to any persqn watever.' And to render these provi-
sions more effectual, it was farther provided, ' That any leases of,the said

estates, which shall hereafter be granted during the lifetime of the" Dke, shall
' tnidei ith his consefit and aipprobadton as a party thereto, for a term not
'ei'teeding twenty-one years, and without any fine or grassum being taken
'therefor; and by such leases the tenants shall be bound to pay their whole
'rents to the Duke during his lifetime; in consideration whereof, he shall, on
receiving such rents, grant discharges to the said John Bellenden Qawler and
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No. 18. ' his foresaids, for the feu.duties of the said lands and others, corresponding to,
'the periods for which the said rents are paid.' And,

Lastly, That Mr. Bellenden Ker, when required, shall grant a liferent tack
to the Duke, of the said estate, at a rent equal to the feu-duty; and which
tack shall contain an express provision in favour of the Duke, to cut, dispose
of, and carry off the woods and trees on the said lands, and apply the price
and proceeds thereof to his own use, without being liable to account for the
same to any person whatever.

In implement of the contract, a deed of entail, in the-'terms dictated, was
executed by Mr. Bellenden Ker.

These feu.dispositions were said to be delivered. But infeftment was not
taken on them till the 15th, 16th, 17th, and 19th days of October 1805, when
the Duke was in extremis.

It appeared that Mr. Bellenden Ker subscribed as an instrumentary witness
to a lease by the Duke of part of the feued lands, in favour of the Duchess of
Roxburghe, after the date of the feu-dispositions.

The Duke of Roxburghe died on the 22d October 1805.
Sir James Norcliffe Innes, and Brigadier-General Walter Ker, of whose title

and interest under the entail 1648, and other investitures of the Roxburghe
estate, a detailed account will be found in the question relating to the competi-
tion of brieves, reported suzra, No. I3. instituted an action against Bel-
lenden Ker for reducing these feu-dispositions. Counsel were heard in presence;
and the case was stated in memorials.

Argument of the pursuer.

I. As to the principle of interpretation, and the import of the clause reserv-
ing to the heir a right to grant feus, tacks, and rentals.

That the estates of Roxburghe are subjected to the fetders of the strictest en.
tail known in law, that alienations inter 'vivos, whether directly or indirectly,
are effectually prohibited, and that the order of succession cannot be altered,
are points admitted by the defender as'determined. Such being the terms of
the investiture, the natural condition of the property is inverted, and restraint
has become the ordinary and presumed condition of those on whom the succes-
sion devolves. The clause of reservatipn, then, is a modification of this general
conditioh of the property, and is a special exception to the gener2l rule of re-
straint. Like every exception, therefore, it must be interpreted strictly, and in
such a manner as least to injure or destroy that rule to which it stands imme-
diately opposed.

By the clauses of the entail preceding that of which the import is the subject
of the present dispute, the heirs are effectually prevented from doing any thing
in prejudice of the tailzie in hail or in part. Under these clauses, no feu, ho.v-
ever small, or however conductive to the melioration of the estate, could have
been granted; nay, not even a lease of a few years endurance. For a lease of
ten years was then accounted a species of location beyond the terms of useful
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administration. To remedy the possible inconveien e thence arising, this No. 18.
clause of reservation is introduced. But that its introduction was intended to
sanction transactions for the defeat and annihilation of the entail, is not to be
presumed.

The reservdd power to feu is certainly discretwinary; but the inference from
thence that it is unlimited, is neither sanctioned by law uor reason. Between a
discretionary and an unlimited power, there is a palpable distinction. Te i-
mits of that discretion are to be found in the avowed object of the entail. Under
this clause, the sound discretion of the heir in posiession, according to the in-
finitely varying circumstances in which he may be placed, must be exercised,
and its limits must be deterimined Oy a series rsrumjudcai'ram in aidailar and
analogous cases.

Without defining the precise boundary of this discretion, which would cer-
tainly be difficult, .and for which there is pethaps not yeta sufficient anmber
of judicial decisions, there tan be no hesitatioi to say that fin this present in-
stance this discretionary power has been illegilly exercised; akd enormbusly
exceeded. Thus in the late case of the Duke of Queensbeiry againstEari of
Wemyss, without defining the limits of the power with respec to'the duration
of leases, it was unanimously determined that the exercise of itiherein debated
could not be supported. (No. 15. suptra.)

To afford criteria for the 'decision of the present case, it i§ lear',
ist, That the feus must be such as the heirsof entailshalikinkfiting. This

word is not synonymous with caprice or arlifrary, choice, but refers to the ex-
pedience or fitness of the measure itself. This fitness can aly #slateto what
is useful and necessary in the fair and ordinary administration of the estate.
Of this fitness, the heir in possession is the first judge; aid in doubtful case
his pleasure will decide; but it by no means follows thtiarbitration is
beyond the reach of controul. When this distinction between fitness and un-
fitness is recognised, there is room for debate on the mtatter, 'ith reference to
the whole management of which it is a part. 2d, The heis have liberty to
grant feus, tacks, and rentals, and this combination is not unmeaning or acci-
dental. These acts of lroperty must be presumed to refer -oohe general class;
and as tacks and rentals bel6ngto the ordinary course of adtministration, and
would not be sustained* as legI aId fitting, if they exckeded in endurance the
just bounds of ordinary manag enent, so it must follbwthat the fLus,1permitted
by the entail, are of a nature mndiied and controuled'by the" atie principle.,
3d, Liberty of feuirig sick p ~rts and portions, &c.: is ivif. The mention of
parts and portiois indicates clearly the qualified nature of the powei to fie.
This' expression bears an obvidi ie rence to the pirtid deiakas if 'which the
regular and ordinary nanageeint of a gret estith is voiipsed, and is di-
rectly opposed to that total alienation of the opery which had been already

prohibited.
#2I2
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No 18. From these views it follows that the species of feus permitted by the entail
must be real, onerous, and bonafide transactions, such as naturally arise out of
the fair management of 'such an estate. To confer on such transactions this
character, it is not enough that the technical form of them be unexception-
able; the feu must originate in the concession of mutual advantages; it must
be an act of beneficial administration, and not a modification of gratuitous
bounty.

II. As to the nature of the transactions challenged. If these deeds were
unexceptionable in their form, and free from those peculiar circumstances and
modifications by which they are vitiated, they would nevertheless be of a nature
unauthorised by the entail.

lit, The 16 feu-rights. are inseparable, and constitute one great whole. The
chain of deeds, already enumerated, renders their unity indissoluble. But if it
be true, as already shewn by the fairest rules of interpretation, that feus can
only be granted on the principle of obvious utility in the administration of the
estate, it follows that the alienation of. the dominiun utile of the whole of the
estate, is in direct violation of the entail. Neither can it be maintained that
such a feu can be sanctioned or justified from its fitness, by a reference to the
leading or principal objects of the deed. As little does it correspond with the
other criterion of relating only to parts or portions of the property. The de-
vice of dividing the transaction into sixteen parts, while it cannot obtain for

each a separate discussion, only exposes more distinctly the fraud of the mea-

sure. By making the feu commensurate with the extent of the property, the

court is relieved both from the delicate task of assigning limits to the discre-
tionary power, under this clause, and, at the same time, from any hesitation
in determining that the present exercise of it is beyond the debateable bounds of
validity.

But even the rights of superiority have not been preserved. The casualties
are taxed at an illusory sum; and the feudal revenues, which would average
many thousands a-year, are commuted at a few shillings. The casualties are
the essentials and legal accompaniments of a feu. At the date of the entail, a
vassal could not compel the superior to receive a singular successor; and it
was not till the 20th Geo. II. that the general provision was made for the
entry of singular successors, on payment of a year's rent. In granting the
permission to feu, thC entailer considered that the heir had the power of re-
jecting, and had therefore the choice of the singular successor. The permission
must be interpreted and understood as qualified by the state of the law at the
date of the entail; and there can be no question that it would have been in-
competent in any heir of this entail to have executed a deed previous to the
ward act, which could have deprived the subsequent heirs of this power of re-
jection. But that act has substituted a certain advantage in place of that right;
and the Duke had as little power to dispense with the year's rent, as any for-
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mer heir to have dispensed with the power of rejection. These deeds, if they No. 18.
could be viewed as transactions' inter vivos, are therefore substantial aliena-
tions d Ate piroperty, and as iuch are strtucku t 1W9y the prohibifons of the en-
tail.

But, dly, They catedt1 b6 tiewed in this lighf fo they do not possess the
genuine charat oi legal priil g of 'feu righti Frm itithe systen created
of simultaneous deeds, each affecting and coritroiling the other, the whole
measure assumes the form of posthumotissettlebiit, a'distination mortis
causa, 'td whih the defendei NAh'bVe-n driven after thbir first unsuccessful
attempt to'defat the entail. The separAtion of tie 'prbperty fiom the superi-
ority, and the sinultaneous settluibunt of the former byjthe feu-dispenee, on
the same series of heirs i whsie behalf the previous iisuicessf il experiment
of an original entail by the'Dih hittiself had beni nade,;-the bbrigiori on
the feu-disponee to convey to the Duke during his life the whole surplus rents,
-the reserved right to exercs 4l the acts of property,-aind 'the' obligation
to grant, when reioired, a, liferfit td'the tuke of the wholeyw4aperty; finally,
the 'nullity of the feu'hin cage f the Duke's having isifi,-4-aWctfibine to 'con-
stitute the character of a m orti'ussettlementhrid exclifdd (1e remotest re-
semblance to a de pretenti c6nveyance. It is not a boadfile f6u; bit an indi-
rect and most substantial infringement of the prohibitib iii he entill.

To the same conclusion the delay to take infeftment directly leads. During
the Duike'S'ife, and while he' 4 i ible of enjoyingthe estate, ihfeftment
was nottiaken. 'In fact the tight wis not cotipleted till the Dukd was in ex-

If any thihg could increase 'the siength of the evidee, that these were not
feus in cmnerdo de presenti afilble to the defender ,a100tobt must be re-
moVed'by 'ti fict that he appears is an instrumentary iiness to a lease granted

by the late Duke after the alleged feus were executed.
In denyinig'effect to this -traidion, no one entitled t6 the favour of 'the

law will be injuted. This questibri' does not involve 'the 'iht of an 'onerous
creditor or .piprchaser. The ddlly effect will be to fiustrate' the hope of a
gratuitous dsponee, and an attempt by one heir to disappoint the rest of the
series.

The practice of the ancient heff' of this estate has been referral to as con-
taining tfihbest explanation df'thiextent of the "irervhi u d 6, and reference
is made to the instance of the f8'6f the estate of O'fenheid' 'But that estate
had been possessed by Sir Andreqw Karr and his "edecessors, as ad"i I-'nd
native tenants, feuais, rentallers, nd tackshe'," aiid The contract, whi'h ist'd
foundation of the feudal grant, only ratifeas aind fiove all forher feus, &8c.
It was thus only 'a ratificatioh of a stibsisting right;

The charters of M19ktweliheugh, '&c. on which the d fender likewise founds,
were truly granted by the Earl 'of Roxburgh only 'as superior of lands
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No. 18. which had for centuries been held in possession by cadets of the family of
Cessfurd.

On the other hand, it will be noticed, that the fen-of Broomlands by Earl
William to Sir Alexander Don of Newton, in 1650, although sustained in this
Court, was reduced in the House of Lords by an interlocutor, finding that
'William, Earl of Roxburghe, had not sufficient powers to grant the charter
'and conveyance, (5th March 1733.')

Neither can any thing favourable to the defender be drawn from the feu
granted to Lord Milton of a house and ground in the Canongate of Edinburgh,
whether it was ultra vires of the granter, it is now too late to enquire, from the
expiry othe period of prescription. At any rate, it was a detached part of
the estate, which, from the transference of the seat of the Legislature, had
ceased to be a residence of the Dukes of Roxburghe, and was disposed of at an
adequate price.

Finally, the case of Sir John Shaw and Lord Cathcart, No. 33. p. 15399,
establishes the principles on which this case must be decided. The clause of
reservation was equally broad as in the present case; but it was decided that
the power of the heir exercising the reserved faculty, although discretionary,
admitted of controul by the obvious intention of the pntailer.

Argument for the defender.

J. A reservation or exception from any rule, declaring that it shall not extend
to a certain case, is a limitation of that rule. If the rule receive a strict inter-
pretation (and the rule in the present case, from the indisputable acceptation of
the law, is so interpreted) it follows that the limitation of the rule must re-
ceive a liberal interpretation; for a strict interpretation of the one, and a liberal
interpretation of the other, are the same thing. To say that the rule must be
strictly interpreti4d that the exception also must ie strictly interpreted, is
an obvious contradiction. Accordingly, it is an established principle that pacta
liberatoria have liberal interpretation.. It must be admitted that prohibitory
clauses in entails are limited by a strict interpretation; and that, in cases of this
nature, indisputable intention is often defeated from imperfection or deficiency
in the expression; and there is nothing in the present case to remove it from
that class to which strict interpretation is applied.

It is impossible, by any commentary, to render the clauses which have been
quoted more distinct. Alienations are prohibited, reserving power to grant
feus without diminution of the rental; the prohibition to alienate is unlimited,
but the exception is as extensive as the prohibition. By the reservation, the
power to grant feus is as unlimited as the power to alienate would have been
without the prohibition,. The clauses are co-relative and co-extensive in their
operation. The one contains a general rule, the other an exception to that
rule, which, from its nature, must defeat the rule in every case which falls under
the exception.
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That no restriction was intended, but the single one of not diminishing the No. 18.
rental, is apparent from other considerations besides the literal expressions in
the deed. There is no power to grant provisions to children, or remunerations
to those dependants on whose allegiance the influence of so great a family na-
turally rested at the date of the entail. The power to feu was intended to sup-
ply this defect; and, from the nature of the object, there could be no limita-
tion to it. It could not be meant that one heir should be enabled to provide
for his kindred or pay his debts of gratitude more than another; ' nor is any
period or limit set where the right should cease. The entailer obviously meant
to trust, and has trusted, that those who might represent the family would re-
pair by a judicious employment of the great revenues, the dilapidations of
his predecessor, and thus sustain the splendour of the house.

But if it might be exercised in this unlimited manner by the successive acts
of successive heirs, it may be exercised without limit by the successive acts of
the same heir; and it would be a legal absurdity to prevent a person from
doing that by one act, which he may validly accomplish by successive acts. In.
short, by this reserved claim, the heir, so far as concerned the power of granting
feus, was placed in the situation of a proprietor in fee simple.

II. To form a just decision on this point, it is necessary to examine the im-
port of each deed. If each, separately, contains nothing to derogate from the
validity of the feu-rights, the combination of the whole must be equally innocent.
Even regularity of form is not necessary to validate the feu rights. Missives,
provided they had been such as to create an obligation as to heritage, would
have sufficed; but the deeds are perfectly regular.

Ist, The clause, that the grant shall be void provided the disponer have issue,
is not inconsistent with the nature of a feudal grant.-See Craig de Feud. L. 1.
Dieg. 9. § 5, 19, 28.-Dieg. 10. § 2,-wherein it is clear, that, even in the
purity of the feudal law, such a clause would not have vitiated the grant.-
Ersk. B. 2. Tit. '3. § 11. The clause indeed is just an irritancy, arising on a
contingency which has never happened; and an irritancy is certainly not in-
consistent with the nature of a feudal grant.

2d, The clause declaring the grant to be void in case the defender should
establish in his person a right to the estates under the entail 18th June 1804,
is exactly of the same nature, and defensible on the-same principles with the
former. It is a conventional irritancy on an event within the power of the dis-
ponee,and which it was optional in him to incur.

Sd, The clause taxing the casualties is not inconsistent wth the nature of a
feu. Such an assertion is contradicted by every authority and usage of feudal
law. Neither does the taxing of the casualties violate the clause, that the ren-
tal shall not be diminished. The obvious meaning of the clause is, that the
feu.duties shall equal the rental from the tenants, and in fact they exceed the
rental. But even if, by accident, the feu-duties should have been less than the
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No. 1 S. rental, there is a clause in the grant obliging the disponee ' to pay the differ-
' ence between the amount of the said feu-duty and the said full rental.' So
much with regard to-the regularity of the feu dispositions.

In the contract, it is clear that there is nothing to affect the validity, though
there is much to lessen the value of the feus.

The stipulations of the contract were the price of the acquisition; and even

by the pursuer's argument, whatever excludes the notion of their being gra-

tuitous must strengthen their validity in law. If, instead of these various

stipulations, the defender has contracted to pay a sum of money, the consti-
tution of the feu rights would have been still less lucrative, but not less
legal.

The feu-duties, the entail, the legacies, and annuities, and the right to cut
the wood, combine to constitute an onerous consideration on the part of the

defender. If a variety of strangers had acquired them under these burdens,
and at a diminished price, there could have been no dispute as to their vali-
dity.

It is said that, from. the concatenation of simultaneous deeds, there arises a
presumption that it was not the intention of the Duke really to bind himself,

but merely to create a colourable title to exclude the heir of the old investiture.

This is - presumption deficientin relevancy, and of which, without injury to

his causei the defender rMig& acknowledge the truth. This is a question of

power; and, ifAhe feus have the requisites of law, the pursuers have no right
to enquire into the motives of its exercise. But against this presumption the
defender appeals (q, the leedsthemselves, which are the best evidence which

the law can either afford or require, and bear an instant obligation. To com-
plete the regularity of the transaction, they were delivered to the defender at
the time of their execution,. This must be presumed from the fact of their

having been in the defender's hands, and produced byhim after the Duke's
death.

Neither does the delay to take infeftment afford room for argument. In a
competition of real rights, indeed, it would have been an important fact. But

in a question between granter and grantee, it is of no moment. In truth, how-

ever, the plea of the pursuer on this point is inconsistent with the rest of his

argument. It is said that the delay to take infeftment proceeded from fear of

the Duke, who might have been induced to revoke the grants, But if these

were simulate deeds, as is elsewhere argued, if it was a transaction vitious in its

constitution, and destined to have no force, there was clearly no necessity for
this delay. The multitude of anxious and minute stipulations equally militate

against the plea of simulation. To have incumbered a revocable transaction,
which was not meant to be binding, with so many and various obligations,
would have been unnecessary; and their introduction proves (if proof was

wanting) that the parties were serious in their arrangement.
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Respecting the fact,, that the Duke's commissioner subscribed certain leases No. 18.
after the date of the feus, it might be enough to state, that this proceeded from
a misconception of form on the part of the defender;, and, at any rate, that
they were not subscribed till his consent was obtained. The inference from
this circumstance, however, that, in the contemplation of the parties, the feu
rights were simulati, and not bindin,~ is unwarrantable.

The extent of the plea is, that the defender homologated the act of the Duke's
commissioner. To infer homologation, it is necessary that the act be such as
to authorise no other supposition but that conteinded for, (Ersk. B. 3. Tit. s.
5 48.) but a tiultitude of considerations present themselves to account for the
act,-without resorting to the most improbable of all suppositions, that the defen-
der intended to admit away his own right.

The assertion, that the feu rights amounted to no more than a posthumous
settlement, or mortis causa conveyance, is equally insupportable. They have
not a single characteristk of such deeds,-They were delivered,-They were
instantly binding,-They could not be revoked; and by them the Duke was
completely denuded. Whatever modifications they might have undergone by
personal obligations on the disponee otherwise constituted, it is clear that the
feus cannot be classed with those deediswhich, in the view of the, law, are; artis
eausa; It is admitted, that provisionr might have been a uip on chil4ren by
feus under this entail. Such might have been equally termed posthwmous set.
tlements; but, having the legal requisites of a feu, they wopil 1aave been sus-
tained.

It is said, however, that these feus, from their magnitude, are alienations,
and have been made with the fraudulent view of defeating the entail. The
term to defeat is here improperly applied; and is borrowed from questions on
another branch of the law of entail. This terse implies, that the heir does, or
attempts to do, in prepdice of the entail, that which he has no right to accom.
plish, i. e. If taking advantage of an unrecorsled entail, he sells or contracts
debt, or if the investitures are chapged, leaving out the limitation of the -entail
-here the act of the heir is against law and good conscience, and he may. be
liable in damages to the heir's substitutes. Riut in the present ease the heir has
merely exercised the powers committed byhis title. Thiabelons to the class
of cases in which he is entitled to sell or cotract debt, or alter te order of suc-
cession, either by express permission or by omitted prohibitions, and in which
no wrong is in law understood to be done to tie batitutes.

To attach to these transactions the legal character of prohibited alienations is
equally erroneous. If they are alienations, they are such as the entail permits.
In the same view, any feu, whatever be its cause pr extent is Aro ianto an alie-
nation; and this effect would be duied to this clan altogether. The princi-
ple of law applicable to these transactions, is majw.et minus non variant szedem.
Where is the line which separates the legal froU thy llegal exercise of this -

power? The acknowledged impossibility of defini te line; proves that the
#2K
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No. 18. power is without legal limit. It has been granted in an unlimited degree by
the entailer, who was rei sua arbiter. And if by it the entail is defeated, it is
enough to say, that by the will of the entailer the heir has such power.

That this discretionary power should be controuled.at all, has not been dic-
tated by the entailer. That a Court of justice should sit as commissioner to
controul its exercise, is an arbitrary duty foreign to that of such an institution,
and inconsistent with any notions of settled law.

But if it be thought that a total feu is illegal, while a partial one may be sus-
tained, the transaction, from its nature, admits of a distinction. There are six.
teen feus of which the feu-duties accord with the rent of the different parcels,
and each feu stands on its own legality. The objection to the feus round the
house of Fleurs do not apply to the rest. If the circumstance of the defender
having been an instrumentary witness to the lease of Byrecleugh be fatal to the
existence of that feu, this objection cannot touch the remainder.

The fact, that the deeds are of the same date, is no objection to this argu.
,ment. This is a question of power; and it might have been exerted in favour
of different perseos and at different dates. Its exercise is as valid in favour
of one as of many persons. If it has been exceeded, the excess may be cor-
rected with more ease in the case of one than in that of numerous grantees.
But if it be illegal to exercise this power to an excess, it. is no less illegal to de.
prive the heir of power of exercising it at all.

The cases- referred to as parallel, wherein long leases were reduced as aliena.
tions, have no application to the present. In the case of Turner as well as in
that of the- Duke of Queensberry, the granting of long leases .was not permitted
by the entaiL-Whereas, in the present, there is Xdistinct and unlimited power

to grant feus.
The practice of the early heirs under this entail ought not to be disregarded,

and is too notorious to be denied. It appears from the chartulary of the family,
-that, both before and after the entail, many estates of immense value have been
at different times feued out by the different heirs.

By the decision in the Greenock case, a principle of interpretation was es-
tablished very favourable to the defender. The clause permitting to feu was
not so extensive and unqualified as the present; but feus of the greater part of
the estate were sustained, with the exception of one, which was reduced on a
specialty. In the particular circumstances of the case, it was thought that a
feu of the family mansion-house, garden, and policy, could not be sustained.
But none of the feus in the present case are of that description; 31st January
1755, Stewart Nicolson Schaw against Lord Cathcart, No. 33. p. 15399.

Three opinions were entertained on the Bench.
ist, Several of the Judges adopting the general argument of the defenders,

as already. detailed, were for sustaining the feus in toto.
2d, A majority of the Judges, proceeding on the argument maintained for

the pursuers, were for sustaining the reasons of reduction. They considered
the sixteen feu-dispositions, modified by-the contract and deed of entail, as one
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indivisible transaction, which was reducible on two grounds : lst, Because it No. 18.
was vitiated by the palpabe charackers of'a posthumous stttlement, and was
in substance a mortis causa 'deed. The operation- of the ftiu-rights had been
suspended during the Dukeg if atlwh&ther delbrred or wt, they, Nd re-
mained entiftly in his power. Phiy A're Abt, thdreAre, feas iz corth*rcio in-
stantly available to the disinee'ind such as the entail warrated, but were
trust-feus executed as a cover td accompli 'other purposks. 2dly; Because
from their magnitude, they wiricat'inwarrantibleeXercise of the reserved fa-
culty. But as these opinicinrestedEon'the-ihole of the p irauer's argument,
a detail of them would be nothiig thore than a repetition of what has been al-
ready: stated.

sdly, One of the Judges delivered a third opinion. He held it clear, that
here an ample power of kidniu s cbnferred by the entail; so ample and so
unguarded by qdiftathuser Conditions that without exceeding the verbat li.
mits of it, or violating "y f the known rules of law as to creating fbus, the
exercise of it now utteicoideration might te maintained in case this power
was tb be eitercised by lhjae n rules as powds of dianation,-cntwting
debt,-altering the ordet, 460ttession, and the liket whether expressly ton.
ferred, or resiting frem theWperfeotion of fetters. But he thought bleself
warranted under tthtkf of te cise of Greeocke4edded ihthe tiies of
President Craigie and the Earl d Hardwicke, t*hold that the Pol er here
granted, wasi wherormf bilradon of the es*teodly; and, biteres *hple,
was to be exercised by the heir in possession, auu, ,ir hous; and if exer-
cised otherwise, anid to the destruction of"the 'ear-r in 'a maninr gr*oly
ektrbitiht, &dMrtbf justce *ovldfinterpos6 to affid frdres. At the date of
the 'entail, feuing was an ordinary actof administratianfor ohtainingthe profits
of an' -state, fiir rewadisig the-terdites, and olifitdf the attachnieat of re.
tainers, and even'f r'troiding (1e caders of the 'fthily f the proprietor. In
short, it was a rindpal instrument for sustaining the rednue, and the streagth
and the splendour of a great family. And whik tbeantailin quien reserved
no particular faculties for providing wives or younger childne, it allowed of
feuing genierally, which, as the law theW stood, it'never coi's enter into the
imaginatiori of any person, could have been enployed for aupphating the-re.
presentative of the flrAly, and conferring the Wholt estate on 2 favourite, under
a character so inferior and dependant as that f fetiar ten in forma modzersn,
was. And here the lower granted, though widiet trtiction, except the dis-
cretion of the heirs, is plainly bestowedas if a 'ater of ordinary administra.
tion, ' Reserving to our said heir to graiitfens; fatk, atd rentals, ofsuch
'parts and portions of the said estate as they shall thinklitting,' and not in
diminution of the rental at the timei 'Now, in the entail of Greenock, execut.
ed half a centary afterwards, the reseiation to the heirs is, to ' grant feus or
'long tacks for such spaces as they shall Atink lit, d any part or portion of
the said lands, the feu or tack-duty not being under 20s. Scots for each fall of
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No. 18. ' dwelling-houses, and 5s. for the fall of yards and office-houses.' But this
power obviously also in a matter of administration, though also without any
restriction in words as to the parts and portions f the, estate to be feued, ex-
cept the mere discretion of the heirs, was held in the middle of the last century
as insufficient to warrant either a feu of a barony forning nearly half the estate,
or the feu of those acres adjacent to the mansion-house and gardens, though
with an increase of rental. And, at the same time,. under this power, a feu of
nineteen acres, convenient for the extensionlof the town of Greenock, was sus-
tained, though obviously conferred at a greatunder value on the daughter and
heir-of-4ine of the granter, otherwise very well endowed. He considered that
on the authority of this decision much property may have been arranged: And
though he saw the controul, which it sanctioned, could hardly be exercised
according to precise and definite rules, he did not thinkhimelf at liberty to
depart front it founded, as it appeared tQ :he, o4,a general agjust principle:
That with respect to powers of management and administration, the will of the
entailer was to be observed f and that a power granted for the comfort and ad-
vantagef-the familia Aredilecta, was not to be preverted to its destruction, or for
the conversion of a princely estate entailed upon it into a mere annuity. He
observed that destruction was not too strong a word; for as the law nqw stood,
the feuar, if the feus were sustained, might purchase the entailed superiority at
18 or 19 years purchase; and the lands acquired with the price, at 28 or 30 years
purchase, might be again feued, and the superiority again sold, till, by the mere
operation of conveyancing, nothing was left for the heir of entail. On these
grounds, he was against either sustaining or cutting down the feus generally ;
but being of opinion that Duke William was entitled to make a liberal and
ample provisiodl for the defender in the situation in which he stod) by a reason-
able exercise df the power of feuing, and that the method followed of making
separate feu, eiabled the Courts to sustain what was adequate for this purpose,
while they reduced what was exorbitant, and infraudem ofthe entail; he con-
cluded that the parties should be heard upon this matter, as to which there had
as yet been no discussion.

A great majority of the Court, however, concurred in pronouncing the fol.
lowing interlocutor: ' 12th January 1808.-Find that the late Duke of Rox-
'burghe held the estate of the Dukedom of Roxburghe undet the fetters of a
'strict entail: Find that the deeds now challenged were not granted in the due
'exercise of the reserved powers in that entail, of granting feus, tacks, and
'rentals, and therefore sustain the reasons of reduction thereof, and of the sa-
'sines thereon; reserving all objections to the title of the pursuers, and to them
' their answers as accords.'

Lord Ordinary, Act. Ros. Craigie, Thomas Thomson et Ad. Gillies.
Alt. John Clerk. Agents, James Horne, W. S. Hotchkis and Tytler, W. S.

and Alex. Goldie, W. S. Buchaxan, Clerk.

Fac. Coll. No. 22. JA. 63.
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